Shoot em up

Shoot em up is a type of video game in which the player destroys enemies by shooting them. The player typically controls a single weapon, often a machine gun or a similar firearm, and must use it to defeat enemies that are trying to kill them. The player may progress through levels of increasing difficulty, each with a new set of enemies and obstacles to overcome.

Shoot em up games are known for their intense action and fast-paced gameplay. They often feature non-stop, frenetic action, with the player constantly shooting and dodging to survive. The games may also include power-ups and special abilities that the player can use to defeat enemies.

Some popular examples of shoot em up games include the Ms. Pac-Man series, the Space Invaders series, and the Metal Slug series. These games have been popular for decades and have inspired countless imitations and spin-offs.

In recent years, shoot em up games have become less common in mainstream video game publishing. However, there are still some enthusiasts who enjoy playing shoot em up games, and new games in this genre are still being created by independent developers.